Tennis Match Results
Lamar University vs Oklahoma State
Jan 14, 2018 at Stillwater, Okla.
(Greenwood Tennis Center)

#15 Oklahoma State 7, Lamar University 0

Singles competition
1. Tristan Meraut (OKST) def. Sebastian Santibanez (LU) 6-2, 6-2
2. Artur Dubinski (OKST) def. Benny Schweizer (LU) 7-5, 6-1
3. #93 Mathieu Scaglia (OKST) def. Nicolas Mayr (LU) 6-1, 6-3
4. Luke Hammond (OKST) def. Carlos Paton Canal (LU) 6-1, 6-0
5. Leftherios Theodorou (OKST) def. Arthur Serafim (LU) 6-3, 6-4
6. Brady Draheim (OKST) def. Roy Stepanov (LU) 6-2, 6-3

Doubles competition
1. Julian Cash/Luke Hammond (OKST) vs. Sebastian Santibanez/Arthur Serafim (LU) 4-2, unfinished
2. Artur Dubinski/Leftherios Theodorou (OKST) def. Nicolas Mayr/Benny Schweizer (LU) 6-1
3. Mathieu Scaglia/Jurence Mendoza (OKST) def. Carlos Paton Canal/Roy Stepanov (LU) 6-1

Match Notes:
Lamar University 0-1
Oklahoma State 0-0; National ranking #15
Order of finish: Doubles (3,2); Singles (4,3,6,5,2,1)
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